[,,,,i,,,,i,,,,i,,,,i,,,,i,,,,l,,,,t,,,'l""l""l'"'l""l The isotope shifts observed in atomic transitions arise from the finite nuclear mass and size. ConventionaUy the isotope shift is expressed as a sum of the mass and field shift. /,From a physical point of view the field shift is the more interesting, since it yields information about the nuclear charge distribution. One of the goals of ab initio calculations is to determine the mass shift as to enable the field shift to be extracted from the experimentally observed isotope shift. Unfortunately, it has shown exceedingly difficult to calculate the mass shift accurately. In order to obtain reliable results very large configuration expansions have to be used, where quadruple excitations are included.
The purpose of this study is to explore the capacity of a new isotope shift program, designed to be used with very large configuration interaction (CI) expansions•
Theory
The starting point for non-relativistic atomic calculations is the zero-order Hamiltonian (in a.u.) 1
where the nucleus is assumed to be a point charge of infinite mass. In accurate calculations effects arising from the finite nuclear mass and size must be taken into account. This is normally done by treating these effects as perturbations.
Mass shift
For a finite nuclear mass, M, the kinetic energy of the nucleus must be considered. Using the momentum conservation law in the center of mass coordinate system, the operator for the internal kinetic energy of an N-electron atom becomes [1] 
"= i<j
The first term includes a correction to the electron mass in which the mass m is replaced by the reduced mass,/_ = Mm/(M + m). This correction to the electron mass can be accounted for by multiplying the energy levels Eo, calculated from the zero-order Hamiltonian, with M/(M + m). The resulting energy correction to the level E0 is then given by
1In atomic units m = 1, but it is included explicitly to avoid missunderstandings.
Thisisthenormalmass shift (nms).The inclusion ofthesecondtermleadsto an additional energy correction known _s thespecific mass shift (sins).
N Eo_o= -<¢1M _ v_. vile> (4) i<j As first noted by Stone [2] the specific mass shift operator can be put into a more familiar tensoriM form. 
it is seen that the gradient operator can be factorized in a radial and an angular part
where the radial part is given by 0 l(l+ i)-2-l'(l' + 1) Vr = Or 2r (9) Finally, substituting this into eq.(5) we get the tensorial form of the specific mass shift operator
This tensorial form is the same as that for the k = 1 term in the expression for the electrostatic interaction between the electrons
•<j rij i<i k Thus, the computational apparatus set up for the calculation of the electrostatic interaction matrix elements can, with small modifications, be used also for the specific mass shift.
Field shift
Due to the finite size of the nucleus the potential inside the nuclear charge distribution deviates from the potential of a point charge Z. For light atoms, where non-relativistic wavefunctions can be used, the resulting energy correction to the level E0 is given by (12) where (r 2) is the mean square radius of the nucleus. Using the Dirac delta function the field shift (fs) can be written 2 [2 2 . N
Noting that 4_rr2_(r) = 6(r) we can write the field shift operator in tensorial form
i--1
Program implementation
The l_resent isotope shift program, part of the muliticonfiguration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) atomic structure package [3] , is a complement to the old isotope shift program [4] that requires access to the angular files produced by the MCHF_NONH or MCHF_BI_EIT programs [5, 6] . The new program calculates the isotope shift without any reference to files containing angular information and can therefore be used with very large CI expansions.
Outline of method
In the multi-configuration Hartree-Fock method the atomic state wavefunction, _b, is expanded in terms of configuration-state functions (CSFs) with the same LS term
The configuration-state functions, _(TiLS), are antisymmetrized eigenfunctions to L 2, Lz, S 2, Sz and parity, which can be written as sums of products of spin-orbitals
7"
where _m,(0,_) is a spherical harmonic and _m,(a) a spill function. By demanding the energy functional, (¢lH0[_), for the atomic state wavefunction to be stationary with respect to variations ill the radial functions and expansion coefficients, a system of coupled non-linear differential equations, one for each function, together with an eigenvalue problem for the expansion coefficients, is obtained. This problem is then solved by the self-consistent field (SCF) method [7, 8] .
When a set of radial functions Pnt(r) has been obtained from an MCHF calculation, the atomic state wavefunction can be expanded in CSFs where now only the expansion coefficients have to be determined. This is done by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix. Using a sparse matrix representation large expansions can be used. On a modern workstation expansions with more than 60 000 CSFs can be handled, the limit usually set by the available diskspace. CI techniques also exsist in which the explicit storage of the Hamiltonian matrix is avoided, and the eigenvectors obtained iteratively using Newton-lZaphson type algorithms. For these techniques only the Hamiltonian matrix times a vector has to be stored, and therefore extremely large CI expansions can be used [9] .
3.2
Calculation of the specific mass shift
Using standard Racah algebra techniques the evaluation of the specific masss shift from CSF expansions can be reduced to a summation over radial two-particle matrix elements. The radial matrix element of the gradient operator between one-electron orbitals is given by the expression
3.3 Calculation of the field shift
In the same way the evaluation of the field shift operator from CSF expansions can be reduced to a summation over radial one-particle matrix elements.
(¢IHy, I¢) = eici,(TiZSItts, lTi, LS) (20) i,i 1
Since the field shift operator is a tensor operator of rank zero, the matrix element between two configuration states may be expressed as
nl where the sum on nl is over all ordered sets of two orbital indices, nil1; n2t2, the first one from 7i and the other one from 7i,. )_ is a constant that contains the nuclear data and the coefficient
Coeff (1, n_l_; n212) ii, is determined by standard Racah algebra techniques [10] and is nonzero only if ll = 12.
The radial matrix element of the field shift operator between one-electron orbitals is given by the expression
where AZ(nl) is the radial starting parameter
rl+l ] r---*0 \
Program structure
Sincethestructure ofthe specific mass shift and field shift operators isverydifferent, theformer beeinga two-particle operatorand thelatter a one-particle operator, the calculation oftheshifts isdone by two different computer programs. has be obtainedfrom a CI calculation the configuration weightsarereadfrom < name >.l.The < name >.g file must in thiscasebe takenfrom theMCHF calculation thatgeneratedtheorbital basisusedinthe CI calculation. The program operation can be summarizedas follows;
• The configuration weightsareread.
• The radial integrals are read and sortedaccordingto the orbital orderingdefinedby the configuration list
• The programloopsovertheleft-and right-hand configuration states and theweights c_and ce aremultiplied with thecorresponding radial matrixelementsand angularcoefficients togive thecontribution from the i, i_configuration pair.The contributions from eachconfiguration pairaresummed up to givethetotal valueofthespecific mass shift parameter.
Sincethe specific mass shiftprogram only needsto evaluatethe coefficients of the k = I term in the expression forthe electrostatic interaction (11),the computationtime can be cut down compared withtheevaluation ofthecoefficients ofalltermsasdone inMCHF..NONH. To restrict theevaluation tothek = I term changeshave beenmade inthe subroutine fano.
Field shiftprogram
The expectation valueof the field shift operator, a one-particle tensoroperatorof rank zero,is most easily computed withintheframeworkoftheprevious hyperfine structure (hfs) program [11] basedon Robbs program toevaluate reducedmatrixelementsofsummationsofone-particle tensor operators [10] . The calculation of the electron density at the nucleus ]_b(0)[2 has been added as an option to the his program and from this quantity the field shift is easily obtained by multiplying with 2_ 2 _-Z(rN}.
The general structure of the program as well as the input files needed to run the program has been described in the original write-up of the his program [11] .
Transition isotope shift
The observable effect of the isotope shift is a change of the transition energy between an upper and a lower atomic state. Different isotopes of a given element will have different transition energies. The measured difference in transition energy for two isotopes can directly be compared with the calculated difference.
Support program I
Given the total non-relativistic energies Eo, the specific mass shift parameters S and the electron densities 1¢(0)12 for the upper and lower atomic states as well as the nuclear masses M and mean square radii (r_v/ for the isotopes, the transition energies of the isotopes can be calculated. These calculations are basically simple but involves a number of unit conversions. In order to minimize blunders a small support program has been written that calculates the transition energies from the parameters above. The program asks for the following data:
• specification of the transition
• zero order energy Eo for the lower and upper state
• specific mass shift parameter S for the lower and upper state
• electron density at the nucleus I_(0)12 for the upper and lower state
• number of isotopes
• isotope labels
• isotope masses M
• root mean square nuclear radii (r2NI1/2 of the isotopes
• number of electrons in the atom or ion
Examples
The Test Run output contains calculations of the specific mass shift parameter and the electron Enter _he number of the eigenvalue >I 
Electron density c_lculation
Electron density a% the nucleus (a.u.'-3) The major problem in MCHF calculations is the selection of the configuration expansion.
In accurate calculations it must be possible to estimate the uncertainty of a calculated parameter.
Therefore, a whole series of calculations has to be done, where the configuration space is increased in a systematic way.
6 Active space approach An efficient way of choosing the configuration expansion is to use an active set of radial orbitals.
In this approach CSFs of a particular parity and LS symmetry are generated by excitations from one or more reference configurations to the active set. The active set of orbitals is then increased in a systematic way, allowing the convergence of calculated parameters to be studied. By imposing different restrictions on the way excitations can be done, orbitals can be targeted to describe different electron correlation effects. This idea has been utilized by quantum chemists in the restricted active space (RAS) approach for some time [12, 13] . By allowing only single (S) excitations from closed shells in the reference configuration, the orbitals in the active set wiU describe corepolarization effects. By allowing double (D) excitations, core-correlation in the p_ir-approximation can be described.
Generally, a good starting point for calculations is to include all _ingle and double excitations to the active set from a few important reference configurations. This can be considered as the zeroorder approximation.
Since the specific mass shift operator couples configurations that differs with up to two electrons, it is necesarry to include triple (T) and quadruple (Q) excitations to improve the wavefunction further. When triple and quadruple excitations are included, the configuration expansion grows very rapidly with the increasing active set of orbitals, and it is in general only possible to include a small subset of these configurations. Another way of including certain triple and quadruple excitations is to use a multi-reference (MR) expansion. Here single and double excitations are made from a set of configurations with expansion coefficients larger than a certain cut-off. The convergence of the calculated parameter can then be studied with respect to the increasing size of the multi-reference set.
7 Active space studies of isotope shifts in boron
1s22s 2 1S and ls22s2p 1p in B II
If all excitations to the active set are allowed, the configuration expansion, refered to as the complete active space (CAS), grows very rapidly with the increasing active set. Many of these configurations, obtained mainly from triple and quadruple excitations, have very small expansion coefficients and I t contribute little to the total energy or to the studied parameters. It is therefore possible to impose restrictions on the allowed excitations, keeping ,+,henumber of configuration states down, that result in only a very small change in the final result [14, 15] . In the calculations below (from reference [18] ) only configurations where at least two of the orbitals have principal quantum numbers u < 4 were included. In Table I the value of the spedfic mass shift parameter, the electron density at the nucleus and the total energy, calculated from the zero-order Hamiltonian, for the 1S term are shown as a function of the increasing active set of orbitals. It is seen that the specific mass shift parameter is converged to within 0.2 %. The final value S = 0.597 09 a.u. is in very good agreement with the value S -0.597 5 a.u. of Chung et al. [16] . To see the effect of the imposed restrictions on the configuration expansion a CAS calculation was performed for the 5s4p3d2flg orbital set. The change in the specific mass shift parameter compared with the restricted expansion is only 3 × 10-s a.u. and is of no significance.
In Table II the value of the specific mass shift parameter, the electron density at the nucleus and the total energy for the 1p term are shown. The specific mass shift parameter changes with 0.5 % when going from the 6s5F4d3)'2glh to the 7s6p5d4f3g2hli active set, indicating a little slower convergence for the 1p term.
In Table III the mass and field shift corrected energies are shown for the l°B and 11B isotopes.
The field shift corrections were calculated with root mean square nuclear radii; l°B, (r_/1/2 2.44(6) fm and 11B (r_l 1/2 = 2.38(4) fm taken from pionic and muonic X-ray measurements [17] . It is seen, as expected for a light atom like boron, that the mass shift is the totally dominating effect. /,From these energies the wavenumbers and wavelengths for the 1s22s 2 1S -ls22s2p 1p transition were determined, the result is shown in Table IV . No experimental value of the isotope shift is known for this transition.
ls_2s22p 2p, ls22s23s 2S and ls22s2p 2 2D in B I
Although neutral boron has only five electrons it remains a challange to calculate the isotope shift accurately. One of the reasons for this is the large and cancelling contributions to the SMS from the ls and 2s shells. This type of cancelling effect is well known for the Fermi contact term where triple excitations change the degree of cancellation between the ls and 2s shell contributions [19] . For SMS the situation is more difficult since the the SMS operator is a two-particle operator whereas the his operator is a one-particle operator. This means that in order to describe the degree of cancellation between the ls and 2s shell contributions triple and quadruple excitations have to be included, leading to very large configuration expansions.
Another problem is a number of near degeneracies occuring for all three terms studied. To yield quantitatively correct results excitations have to be made from all of these almost degenerate configurations.
Using a MI_-MCHF approach where all SD excitations were made from the most important configurations a number of orbital basis sets were obtained. Three-and four-particle effects were then taken into account in large MR-CI calculations where SD excitations to the increasing active sets were done from all CSFs with expansion coefficients larger than 0.01. In Tables V-X the convergence of the SD-MR-MCHF and SD-MR-CI calculations are shown (from reference [20] ). The correlation in the ls shell is very important for the SMS. This can be seen from the CI calculations where only excitations from the outer shells to the active set were allowed. A comparison with the corresponding calculations were excitations from all shells were allowed shows that the contributions tothe SMS from the CSFs describing the Is and 2s shell correlation, respectively, areboth large but partlycancelling. Thus, a smallchangeintheIs and 28 shell correlation, due to theinclusion ofthreeand four-particle effects, can havea largeinfluence on thetotalvalueoftheSMS.
Itisseenthatthe triple and quadrupleexcitations includedinthe MR-CI expansionincrease thespecific mass shift parameterof the2p term by more than 10 %. This changeisevenlarger forthe2D termwhere theincrease isalmost50%. In TableXI " SD-Ml_{ls22s2p 2, ls22s23d} CI calculation, ls shell closed and excitations to the active set only allowed from the 2s, 2p and 3d shells in the multi-reference configurations. 
